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BBefore proceeding...
1. Immune system
Devoted to protect host body against damaging 
substances (e.g., viruses, bacteria, deranged cells).

2. Why statistical physics
IS: huge number of different kinds of cells 
and messengers. Cooperative behaviour 
(e.g. Pattern recognition, memory storage, 
self/non-self discrimination ).
G.Parisi, “A simple model for the immune network”, PNAS,  1989
AS Perelson et al., “Immunology for physicists” - Rev Mod phys, 1997
RM Zorzenon et al., “Immunization and ageing: a learning process in the Immune Network”, PRL 
1998
 MW Deem et al, “Glassy dynamics in the Adaptive Immune Response Prevents Autoimmune 
desease”, PRL 2005
M.Kardar et al, “T-Cell Receptors and an Extreme Value Problem”, PRL 2009

3. What is it useful for ?
Evidence emergent properties and key mechanism underlying 
(mis)functioning. Provide theoretical guides for empirical 
investigations.



       B world ....diluted ferromagnet

antigen...external field        T world 

Positive /negative   signals
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The world of B lymphocites (… from a ONE BODY theory)

F.M. Burnet (Nobel prize on 1960) was the first developer of the 
                          CLONAL SELECTION THEORY. 

NATURAL REPERTOIRE
“There is no doubt about the presence in all mammalian or avian sera of a 
wide range of reactive globulins which can legitimately be called  natural 
antibodies.  Among these globulin molecules were all the possible patterns 
needed for specific immunological type reaction with any antigen ” 



The two signal model and T-lymphocytes 

There are excitatory T cells (T 
helpers) and suppressor T cells (T 
regulatory).

Fragments of the antigen are 
presented to B cells. The clone 
with the best matching receptor, 
after the authorization of helpers 
through cytokines, undergo 
clonal expansion.

Effector funtions taken on only upon 2nd signal 
(beyond 1st from Ag) promoted by helper T cells
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 Dilution and multitasking capabilities

Erdos-Renyi regime

Extremely diluted

Finite connectivity

Low storage

Medium storage

High storage



 Extremely diluted regime and medium load





 Finite connectivity and high load



Conclusions

-Hopfield like approach to the immune network (B and T clones) 

-relation between defense strategies in the immune network and pattern 
recognition in a neural network.

-closer to biology    dilution  multitasking capabilities→ →

-role of  the pattern cross-talk and phase transition.
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